
It’s time to get bundled up and enjoy a cup of hot apple cider with our below streaming
recommendations!

Dive into the mystery-adventure Enola Holmes, a new story about the sister of the famous 
detective Sherlock Holmes is out. Catch the bad guys – and the movie. Out on Netflix now! 

Discover the secrets of Osea Island in the new HBO/Sky series The Third Day starring Jude Law. 
Cristobal Tapia de Veer's haunting original soundtrack is not to miss.

RECENT RELEASES:

Get lost in Richard Reed Parry's score for The Nest - an emotionally rich sonic
experience capturing the trials and tribulations of marriage, moving across the oceans
and raising a family in a different land. 

LISTEN NOW

https://soundtracks.lnk.to/enolaholmesEC
https://soundtracks.lnk.to/thethirddayEC
https://soundtracks.lnk.to/thenestEC
https://soundtracks.lnk.to/thenestEC
https://wearewhoweare.lnk.to/scoreEC


Janelle Monáe stars in this bloody revenge fantasy with the music to match. Listen to 
the thrilling Antebellum soundtrack by Nate Wonder and Roman GianArthur.

LISTEN NOW

"We are all connected through time. The fight for the future has begun." Love a
sci-fi adventure? Dig into the soundtrack for 2067 with music by Kenneth Lampl
& Kirsten Axelholm.

LISTEN NOW

https://soundtracks.lnk.to/antebellumEC
https://soundtracks.lnk.to/antebellumEC
https://soundtracks.lnk.to/2067EC
https://soundtracks.lnk.to/2067EC


WE ARE WHO WE ARE
A coming-of-age series directed by Luca Guadagnino wouldn’t be complete without a 
standout musical pallette. The HBO show’s highly anticipated original score by
Devonté Hynes (Blood Orange) is out now alongside the official soundtrack album
which features a selection of music from the series. 

LISTEN NOW LISTEN NOW

The song "Rocket To The Moon" was recently recorded in 16 languages from acclaimed
artists across the globe! Hear the track in Netflix's new animated film Over the Moon
which premieres on October 23.

LISTEN NOW

https://wearewhoweare.lnk.to/soundtrackEC
https://wearewhoweare.lnk.to/soundtrackEC
https://wearewhoweare.lnk.to/scoreEC
https://wearewhoweare.lnk.to/scoreEC
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0qeDZHO9spDJ79bpi27n99
https://overthemoon.lnk.to/playlistEC
https://overthemoon.lnk.to/playlistEC


Composer Geoff Zanelli shares a playlist of 
tracks that inspired his enchanting score for
new animated movie Red Shoes and the
Seven Dwarfs.

LISTEN NOW

Get into the Halloween spirit with our
fang-tastic Spooky Scores & Soundtracks 
playlist featuring bone-chilling music from 
Child's Play, Parasite, Hereditary, & more!

LISTEN NOW
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